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Abstract

One way to alleviate the emission of air pollutants and CO due to burning fossil fuels is the use of fuel cells. Sputter deposition techniques
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re good candidates for the fabrication of electrodes used for proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs). Input power and sputtering-gas
ressure are two important parameters in a sputtering process. However, little is known about the effects of these sputtering parameters on
he performance of PEMFC electrodes. Therefore, this study applied a radio frequency (RF) magnetron sputter deposition process to prepare
EMFC electrodes and investigated the effects of RF power and sputtering-gas pressure in electrode fabrication on electrode/cell performance.
t a Pt loading of 0.1 mg cm−2, the electrode fabricated at 100 W, 10−3 Torr was found to exhibit the best performance mainly due to its lowest
inetic (activation) resistance (dominating the cell performance) in comparison to those fabricated by 50 and 150 W at 10−3 Torr, as well as
y 10−4 and 10−2 Torr at 100 W. In the tested ranges, the control of sputtering-gas pressure seems to be more critical than that of RF power for
he activation loss. In addition to electrochemically active surface area, electrode microstructure should also be responsible for electrode/cell
olarization, particularly the activation polarization.

2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The use of fuel cells may alleviate the emission of air
ollutants and CO2 resulted from utilizing fossil fuels [1].
resently, the greatest research interest throughout the world
as focused on PEMFCs and solid oxide cell stacks [2]; fur-
hermore, the PEMFCs have reached the stage of being in the
orefront among the different types of fuel cells [3]. The most
tudied fuels for the PEMFCs are hydrogen and methanol;
owever, the former, without any methanol crossover con-
ern, has a higher power density output than the latter [4,5]. A
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single H2–O2/air PEMFC is chiefly comprised of three types
of components: a membrane-electrode assembly (MEA), two
bipolar plates (having flow fields or separators), and two
seals; in its simplest form, the MEA consists of a membrane,
two dispersed catalyst layers, and two gas diffusion layers
(GDL) [6].

The MEA is the heart of a PEMFC [3] and there are
two modes of MEA fabrication: (I) application of the cat-
alyst layer to the GDL followed by membrane addition or
(II) application of the catalyst layer to the membrane fol-
lowed by GDL addition [6]. MEAs rely on different catalyst
preparation methods such as impregnation reduction, spread-
ing, spraying, catalyst powder deposition, catalyst decaling,
painting, electro-deposition, and sputter deposition in combi-
nation with hot-pressing procedures to bond disparate carbon
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cloth electrodes to an electrolytic membrane [6–10]. (The last
two methods mentioned belong to the Modes I or II whereas
the others are the Mode I for MEA fabrication.) Improved
processes use thinner active layer thickness (i.e., from 100 to
25 �m) and smaller carbon-supported nanometer size Pt par-
ticles (<10 nm, i.e., 2.5 nm average for E-TEK) to enhance
the Pt utilization and reduce the Pt amount in gas diffusion
electrodes (GDEs) [9,11]. Therefore, the Pt loading in the
conventional GDEs has been lowered from early 4 to recent
0.4 mg cm−2 [8,12], very crucial for H2–O2/air PEMFCs to
be commercially realizable [6,8,9,13,14].

Among the electrode fabrication methods aforemen-
tioned, electro-deposition [13–16] and sputter deposition
[8,12,17] techniques can be used to localize Pt within the
(membrane carbon interface) regions responsible for elec-
trochemical reaction in MEAs; the purpose of this design
is to increase the electrode Pt utilization by diminishing
inactive catalyst sites when compared to most of the other
methods with Pt more uniformly dispersed in the whole
GDE. The plasma sputter deposition technique has a high
potential for MEA fabrication to reduce cell costs by achiev-
ing ultra-low levels of Pt catalyst loading [8]. For example
(Mode I type mentioned above for MEA fabrication), it
has been found that the oxygen electrode with an ultra-low
Pt loading (0.1 mg cm−2) electrocatalyst layer (1 �m thick)
sputter-deposited on uncatalyzed GDE exhibits comparable
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and surface analysis techniques to explore how the exper-
imental parameters including RF power and sputtering-gas
pressure employed in electrode fabrication influenced the per-
formances of electrodes/MEAs.

2. Experimental

2.1. Preparation of electrodes and MEAs

An RF sputtering system was employed to deposit Pt cat-
alyst onto the carbon particles (ranging ∼30–90 nm with
an average size of 56 nm; also see Section 3.2) supported
by carbon cloth (uncatalyzed Gore gas diffusion electrodes
(CARBEL CL, thickness = 0.4 mm), Gore, USA) with a pro-
jected active area of 5 cm2. The base vacuum pressure was set
at 4 × 10−5 Torr in each sputtering operation. The Argon flow
rates of 15, 30, and 65 sccm were employed to achieve the
pressures of 10−4, 10−3, and 10−2 Torr, respectively. Three
input RF powers (50, 100, and 150 W) were tested.

A �-step surface profiler (Alpha-Step, Tencor 200) was
used to measure the thickness of Pt films sputtered onto
a planar Si substrate and the Pt loading of a substrate (Pt
amount on Pt film projected area in mg cm−2) was calculated
by Pt film thickness × Pt density. The measured Pt film
thickness divided by sputtering time gave Pt deposition rate
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erformance to that of a standard E-TEK electrode [17]; addi-
ionally, the sputtering of a 50 nm Pt film (0.05 mg cm−2)
n the front surface of a fuel cell electrode may dimin-
sh overpotentials to improve the electrode/cell performance
11,18]. Recently, using the Mode II methods for MEA fabri-
ation, researchers have found that the electrode fabricated by
lasma-sputtering Pt (0.043 mg cm−2) directly on the surface
f Nafion electrolyte displays ten times higher efficiency than
hose prepared by conventional methods [12]; moreover, the
erformance of a sputter-deposited Nafion membrane with a
t loading level of 0.04 mg cm−2 is comparable to a commer-
ial MEA with a Pt loading of 0.4 mg cm−2 [8]. This work
id not specifically focus on the electrode Pt localization and
oading. Instead, we are concerned about the electrode/cell
erformance (mainly regulated by the gas/proton/electron
triple access) continuity) achieved at various sputtering con-
itions [8,12].

However, little is known about the effects of RF
ower and sputtering-gas pressure on the performance of
EAs/electrodes fabricated by sputtering processes. Both
F power and sputtering-gas pressure influence the deposi-

ion rates on substrates and the microstructures (microcrys-
allizationon) of films sputtered because the plasma density
nd electron kinetic energy vary with the sputter conditions
19–23]. The microstructures of electrode catalysts prepared
y sputtering for fuel cells may affect the electrode/cell per-
ormance. In this study, therefore, an RF magnetron sput-
er process was used to sputter Pt in GDEs to prepare the
lectrodes in MEAs (Mode I type) and they were tested
sing cell polarization, cyclic voltammetry, ac impedance,
in nm min−1). For convenience, we controlled sputtering
ime to achieve different Pt loadings on substrates at various
perational conditions. By this way, the loadings of Pt
puttered onto uncatalyzed Gore gas diffusion electrodes
ere estimated. For each test, the anode and cathode Pt

oadings were 0.4 and 0.1 mg cm−2, respectively. The
olymer membrane electrolyte was Nafion 117 (Dupont,
SA). Prior to use, each membrane was first boiled in 3%
ydrogen peroxide, then washed with de-ionized water, and
nally boiled in 1 M sulfuric acid [8]. The catalyzed anode
nd cathode and the pretreated membrane were hot-pressed
t 120 ◦C and 5000 lb for 1 min to form the MEA. Fig. 1
chematically depicts the structures of the MEA (the
afion membrane sandwiched/hot-pressed with the anode

nd cathode) and catalyzed electrode (with Pt sputtered
nto carbon particles supported by carbon cloth) (also see
ection 3.2).

.2. Cell polarization measurements and
lectrochemical analysis

Screws and nuts were used to assemble a cell with the
repared MEA symmetrically sandwiched by two Teflon gas-
ets, two carbon (graphite) blocks with gas flow channels,
nd two copper current collectors. The single cell was then
nstalled on a standard fuel cell test station. After the activa-
ion of each MEA in cell, the cell polarization was conducted
t 65 ◦C (80 and 70 ◦C for the anode and cathode humidifiers,
espectively) using the test station. The airflow rates were
ontrolled at 1.5 and 2 times of the stochiometric require-
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the MEA and electrode structures.

ments for the anode and cathode feeding gases (hydrogen
and oxygen, respectively).

A potentiostat (CHI 614A Electrochemical Ana-
lyzer) + PC system connected with the test station was used
to perform cyclic voltammetric (CV) measurements with
nitrogen gas passing through the cathode (working elec-
trode) and hydrogen gas through the anode (counter elec-
trode) at a scan rate of 20 mV s−1 with the potential cycled
between 0 and 1.4 V. The coulombic charge for hydrogen
adsorption/desorption obtained in CV was used to calcu-
late the electrochemically active surface (EAS) area of Pt
sputtered by assuming that the charge of mono-layer hydro-
gen adsorption on bright Pt surface was 210 �C cm−2 [24].
The same potentiostat system was applied to carry out ac
impedance measurements for oxygen reduction reactions in
the frequency range of 10 kHz to 0.1 Hz (10 mV amplitude) at
0.7 and 0.8 V using the oxygen cathode (working electrode)
and hydrogen anode (counter electrode). Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) (JEOL, JSM-6700F) was used to examine
the morphology of Pt layers sputtered.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Deposition rate of Pt

R
A
i
o

Table 1
Average Pt sputter deposition rates at various RF powers and sputtering-gas
pressures

Power
(W)

Pressure
(Torr)

Pt deposition rate
(nm min−1)a

Pt deposition rate
(mg cm−2 min−1)

50 10−3 22 0.047
100 10−3 39 0.084
150 10−3 50 0.107
100 10−2 33 0.070
100 10−4 28 0.060

a The Pt sputter deposition rate was calculated from dividing average Pt
film thickness by sputter time (on Si substrates (5 cm2) in triplicate mea-
surements with a standard deviation below 2 nm min−1 for each operation).
The base pressure of vacuum system was fixed at 4 × 10−5 Torr during each
operation.

rates were 22, 39, and 50 nm min−1 (corresponding to
0.047, 0.084, and 0.107 mg cm−2 min−1, respectively),
(Table 1). Similarly, Kawamura et al. [25] found that the
Pt deposition rate on a glass substrate increased from 25
to 41 nm min−1 when increasing RF powers from 25 to
40 W. This is because the plasma density increased with
elevated RF power to generate more Ar+ resulting in the
more Pt bombarded and the elevation of deposition rate
[26]. The Pt deposition rates converted to Pt loading rates
were in the range of 0.047–0.107 mg cm−2 min−1, greater
than that (0.039 mg cm−2 min−1) in a work performed
at 2 × 10−2 Torr, 470 V acceleration voltage/500 mA
plate-current [17].

In addition, the average Pt deposition rate increased from
33 to 39 nm min−1 (0.070–0.084 mg cm−2 min−1) when the
pressure decreased from 10−2 to 10−3 Torr while this rate
reduced to 28 nm min−1 (0.060 mg cm−2 min−1) at the oper-
ation of 10−4 Torr. This is because there is a trade-off between
the Ar+ and its kinetic energy for changing the pressure.
Declining pressure may increase the electron mean energy
to increase the Pt sputter yield, but decrease the Ar number
to reduce the probabilities of Pt atom bombarded away from
the target [26,27]. Li et al. [19] also stated a similar trend
for the deposition of silicon nitrides from an amorphous sili-
con disk target onto a Si wafer substrate using an RF system.
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The Pt sputter deposition rate is mainly affected by the
F power and sputtering-gas pressure of a sputter system.
t 10−3 Torr, the Pt sputter deposition rate increased with

ncreasing RF power. For the operation of RF powers
f 50, 100, and 150 W, the average Pt sputter deposition
heir finding is that the deposition rate at 200 W increases as
he pressure is reduced from 1.35 to 0.25 Pa but decreases as
he pressure is reduced further.

.2. Effect of RF power applied in electrode fabrication
n MEA/cell performances

To evaluate the effect of RF power on the cathode per-
ormances of MEAs, the RF power was fixed at 100 W and
0−3 Torr for the preparation of Pt/C anodes while 50, 100,
nd 150 W powers were used to fabricate the cathodes at
he same pressure. At the same Pt loading (0.1 mg cm−2),
he performance of MEAs with the Pt/C cathode prepared at
0 and 150 W were similar but lower than that prepared at
00 W (Fig. 2). This tendency can be seen also when the cell
otential reach 0.8 V, particularly at <0.7 V (with relatively
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Fig. 2. Current–potential curves for the MEAs with cathodes prepared at
different RF powers (under the same sputtering-gas pressure of 10−3 Torr)
and different sputtering-gas pressures (under the same RF power of 100 W).

higher overpotentials for oxygen reduction) to obtain middle
to high current densities in operation. In cyclic voltammo-
grams, however, the coulombic charge for hydrogen desorp-
tion of 100 W case was similar to that of the 50 W case,
but apparently smaller than that of 150 W case (Fig. 3).
The result leads to the fact that the EAS area of the 100 W
case was slightly and evidently smaller than those of the 50
and 150 W cases, respectively (Table 2), and consistent with
that the larger Pt grains (on carbon) found for the 100 case
than for the other two cases (Fig. 4a and c). Also, the car-
bon particle matrix was much more porous to enlarge the
EAS area for the 150 W case than for the 50 and 100 W
cases reflected by their corresponding currents in the non-
faradic double layer charging region at 0.4–0.6 V. The sizes
of uncatalyzed carbon particles (supported by carbon cloth)
on a piece of GDL were approximately 30–90 nm (30–40 nm,
29%; 40–50 nm, 13%; 50–60 nm, 16%; 60–70 nm, 28%;
70–90 nm, 14%) (Fig. 4d) with an average size (d) of 56 nm
(d = (Σ% × particle size)/100) [18] based on 100 particles
randomly chosen from the SEM photo. After sputtering,
although most of the Pt-covered carbon particles displayed
size increments in a level of nanometer, the sputtered Pt appar-

Fig. 3. Cyclic voltammograms for the electrodes prepared at different RF
powers and sputtering-gas pressures.

ently decreased gas access. For the GDE, Fig. 4e shows that
the apparent thickness of carbon particle layer is about 10 �m
and the carbon cloth region has fibers obviously observed; via
the mapping of Pt, approximately, the sputtered Pt densely
locates in the front of the carbon particle layer and some
Pt grains widely disperse in the region (mainly the carbon
cloth) left to the narrow catalyzed layer (Fig. 4f) verifying
the localization of electrode Pt by this sputtering technique.

Nevertheless, all the three electrodes prepared at three cor-
responding power conditions displayed smaller semicircular
loops at 0.8 V than at 0.7 V (Fig. 5a and b, respectively) indi-
cating the electrodes’ higher activation resistances at 0.8 V
than at 0.7 V in ac impedance measurements [28], consistent
with their performance tendency aforementioned. This result
is mainly because the electrodes were under the control of
charge transfer reaction in the low current density range and
the charge transfer resistance decreased as the electrode over-
potential increased [29]. However, at both 0.8 and 0.7 V, the
electrode prepared at 100 W had a smaller semicircular loop
than the other two cases revealing that the charge transfer
resistance of oxygen reduction was lower for the electrode
prepared at 100 W than for those prepared at 50 and 150 W.

Table 2
Electrode kinetic parameters of oxygen reduction for the MEAs with cathodes (5 cm2) fabricated at various RF powers and sputtering-gas pressures

Test condition MEA no. EAS area (m2 g−1) Rp (�) R (�) Eo (V) Io (�A cm−2) b (V dec−1)

P
3
1
1

P
7
1
8

T while th
P mg cm−
p

ower (W)
50 1 6.39 0.6
100 2 5.30 0.4
150 3 8.76 0.6

ressure (Torr)
10−4 4 3.11 0.8
10−3 2 5.30 0.4
10−2 5 3.40 0.8

he sputtering-gas pressures were fixed at 10−3 Torr for the RF power test
t loadings for the above five cases were controlled to be very similar (0.1
owers and sputtering-gas pressures.
0.45 0.961 4.62 0.115
0.43 0.965 4.01 0.111
0.48 0.956 4.16 0.115

0.46 0.962 6.75 0.124
0.43 0.965 4.01 0.111
0.46 0.927 4.03 0.127

e RF powers were fixed at 100 W for the sputtering-gas pressure test. The
2) in the experiments for the comparison of MEAs prepared at various RF
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Fig. 4. SEM photos for the electrodes (Pt sputtered onto carbon particles) with a Pt loading of 0.1 mg cm−2 fabricated at: (a) 50 W, (b) 100 W, and (c) 150 W
(10−3 Torr); SEM photos for (d) the uncatalyzed GDE (carbon particles supported by carbon cloth) and (e) the catalyzed GDE (side-view), and (f) Pt mapping
(light spots) of the catalyzed GDE.

To analyze the impedance data in more detail, each
Nyquist plot obtained at 0.8 V was fitted by a non-linear
regression with an equivalent electrical circuit R(RpCdl) (in
Fig. 5b), where R was the ohmic resistance (sum of electrode
and electrolyte resistance), Rp was the polarization resistance
(sum of charge transfer and diffusion resistance), and Cdl was
the double layer capacity [28,29]. As shown in Table 2, the
R-value for the 100 W case was similar to those for the 50
and 150 W cases while the Rp value for the former case was
apparently smaller than those for the latter two cases, suggest-
ing the lower polarization resistance (particularly the charge
transfer resistance) for the 100 W case than for the 50 and
150 W cases. This finding also supports the trend observed in
electrode/MEA performance for the three cases. To gain more
kinetic information associated with the cell performance, the
electrode kinetic parameters were analyzed from the fitting of
cell potential versus current density data using the following

two equations [11,28–30]:

E = Eo − b log I − RI (1)

Eo = Er + b log Io (2)

where E, Eo and Er are the cell potential, open circuit potential
and reversible potential, respectively, Io the exchange current
density for oxygen reduction, b the Tafel slope, and R as stated
in the data fitting of Nyquist plots, the cell ohmic resistance.
Note that each R-value fitted from ac impedance data was
plugged into the polarization data fitting to obtain its corre-
sponding b-value in Eq. (1); moreover, due to the apparent
slope change of cell polarization curves, the data with cell
potentials below 0.6 V were excluded in the curve fitting.
The three electrodes fabricated at different RF powers exhib-
ited similar exchange current densities (∼4 × 10−6 A cm−2).
The same is true for their Tafel slopes, close to 0.12 V dec−1
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Fig. 5. The ac impedance Nyquist plots at: (a) 0.8 V and (b) 0.7 V (10 kHz to
0.1 Hz) for the electrodes prepared at different RF powers and sputtering-gas
pressures.

corresponding to typical oxygen reduction on oxide-free Pt
in acid media [31]. In comparison to the 50 and 150 W cases,
the 100 W case had a slightly greater Eo to reflect a bet-
ter kinetic activity, consistent with the Rp trend of these
cases determined in ac impedance measurements and par-
tially responsible for its higher MEA performance. This is
possible that at the same Pt loading (0.1 mg cm−2), the 100 W
case had a better electrode structure (Pt/C configuration) than
the other two cases to display a lower polarization resistance.

As mentioned before, the energy of Pt atoms bombarded
away from target increased as the RF power increased, which
might enhance the adsorption of Pt atoms onto carbon parti-
cles to lower the ohmic resistance but some of the Pt atoms
might enter the inner micropores of carbon particles or the
channels among carbon particles near carbon cloth to lose
contact with the bulk Pt film or Nafion electrolyte and thus
resulted in a smaller EAS area. When the RF power increased
from 50 to 100 W generating larger Pt grains (on carbon) also
might lower the EAS area. However, when the plasma power
was raised to 150 W, more defects [20] in the crystal growth
of Pt grains/film might be present to induce additional elec-
tronic ohmic resistance. Similar results were observed for the
sizes of Ni grains sputtered onto an Al2O3 substrate [20] and
those of ZnO grain on a Si substrate largely growing with

increasing RF power [21]. (The latter case is mainly because
the excessive RF power induces a faster reaction rate and sev-
erer surface damage resulting in a poorer crystalline quality
of ZnO film and the change of film structure from colum-
nar to plate-like grains when increasing the powers from
150 to 300 W [21].) In this study, the crowded Pt/C particles
might also reduce the gas diffusion access to increase the
mass transfer resistance of oxygen gas, particularly when the
current densities were above 400 mA cm−2 (with the polar-
ization mainly due to mass transfer loss). In addition to the
real surface electrode area (or EAS area), the surface concen-
trations of the species involved in the electrode reactions also
affect the effective charge transfer resistance [12]. Therefore,
the inconsistency between the EAS area and electrode/cell
performance indicates that surface concentrations of species
(particularly the oxygen) was more responsible than the EAS
area for the charge transfer resistance and thus the variation
of electrode/cell performance. The electrode microstructure
formed at different RF powers should be associated with
both the EAS area and the surface concentrations of species
involved in the electrode reactions.

3.3. Effect of sputtering-gas pressure in electrode
fabrication on MEA/cell performances

In addition to the 10−3 Torr, the pressures of 10−2 and
1
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0−4 Torr were also employed to compare the effects of
puttering-gas pressure in electrode fabrication on the per-
ormances of electrodes. With the same electrode Pt loading
0.1 mg cm−2) at 100 W, however, the electrodes made at both
he 10−2 and 10−4 Torr show poorer performances than that

ade at the 10−3 Torr and even than those made at 10−3 Torr
ith different RF powers (50 and 150 W) (Fig. 2).
The Io values of 10−2 and 10−3 Torr cases were similar

ut slightly lower than that of 10−4 Torr case, whereas the
-values of these three cases were all close to 0.12 V dec−1

Table 2). Again, the Eo value of 10−3 Torr case was slightly
igher than that of 10−4 Torr case and apparently than that
f the 10−2 Torr case to be associated with the better perfor-
ance for the 10−3 Torr case than for the other two cases. Fur-

hermore, the impedance analysis performed at low overpo-
ential (0.8 V) also displayed an obviously lower polarization
esistance of Rp (charge transfer and diffusion resistance) for
he 10−3 Torr case (0.41 �) than for both 10−2 and 10−4 Torr
ases (0.87–0.88 �) while their high frequency ohmic resis-
ances (R) were similar (0.43, 0.46, and 0.46 �, respectively).
he results are consistent with their potential versus current
ensity (performance) curves that the 10−3 Torr case had an
pparently lower cell potential loss (mainly due to kinetic
esistance) in the activation-controlled region than the other
wo cases. The same is true for the comparison of the 10−2 and
0−4 Torr cases with the other two 10−3 Torr cases (50 and
00 W) chiefly due to higher Rp values for the former cases
han the latter cases (0.61–0.63 �) whereas the R-values for
he four cases were similar at 0.8 V (even at the increased
verpotential of 0.7 V) (Fig. 5a and b and Table 2). Neverthe-
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less, all the five cases exhibited a slope increase around 0.6 V
in the non-kinetically controlled regions of cell polarization
curves, suggesting the increasing influence from mass trans-
fer, possibly due to the increasing water accumulation (but
not yet the flooding) within the three-phase zone. This phe-
nomenon is also associated with the dense Pt films sputtered
on carbon particles in electrode fabrication in this study.

Although the electrode Pt loadings were controlled to
be the same for the electrodes prepared at three different
pressures, the electrodes made at 10−3 Torr exhibited more
available sites for hydrogen desorption in CV (Fig. 3) and thus
had an evidently greater EAS area than those made at 10−2

and 10−4 Torr (Table 2), partially responsible for the better
electrode/cell performance for the 10−3 Torr case than for the
10−2 and 10−4 Torr cases. The finding implies that the inter-
connection (contact) of carbon-supported Pt was better for the
10−3 Torr case than for the other two cases, and this is possi-
bly associated with the different Pt deposition rates controlled
by gas pressure. As stated in Section 3.1, the sputtering sys-
tem operating at 10−3 Torr displayed a higher deposition rate
of Pt and needed a shorter sputtering time than those operating
at 10−2 and 10−4 Torr to obtain the same Pt loading. Possi-
bly, the operation using a lower deposition rate and a longer
sputtering time enhances the formation of a denser Pt film
(or more concentrated configuration of Pt grains) on carbon
particles to decrease the EAS area. It is also possible that the
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deposition of Pt onto porous carbon particles is complicated,
and the electrode microstructure, varying with RF power
and sputtering-gas pressure, is crucial to improve the elec-
trode/cell performance.

4. Conclusions

The effects of RF power and sputtering-gas pressure in
electrode fabrication on MEA/cell performance were inves-
tigated in this study. It was found that the deposition rate of Pt
increased with increasing RF power, to reach 0.047, 0.084,
and 0.107 mg cm−2 min−1, at 50, 100, and 150 W, respec-
tively at 10−3 Torr. At 100 W, the deposition rates of Pt were
0.060 and 0.070 mg cm−2 min−1 for the operations at 10−4

and 10−2 Torr, respectively.
At a Pt loading of 0.1 mg cm−2 and 10−3 Torr, the perfor-

mance of MEAs with the Pt/C cathode prepared at 50 and
150 W were similar but lower than that of the MEA prepared
at 100 W, which is mainly attributed to the higher kinetic
resistance in oxygen reduction for the former electrodes than
for the latter electrode although an opposite trend of their EAS
areas was observed for the three electrodes. However, at the
same Pt loading operating at the 100 W, in comparison to the
electrodes prepared at 10−4 and 10−2 Torr, the electrode pre-
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peration at the lower sputtering-gas pressure (the 10−4 Torr
ase) had a better collimation to conduct more deposition
f Pt in the micropores of carbon particles whereas a higher
ollision possibility for the Pt atoms bombarded away from
target at the higher sputtering-gas pressure (the 10−2 Torr

ase) might lead to the aggregation of Pt grains to decrease
AS area. The higher EAS area or Pt roughness is also asso-
iated with the lower Rp of the 10−3 Torr case. Note that the
AS area only accounted for partial activation loss which was
lso associated with the surface concentrations of the species
nvolved in the electrode reactions, as stated in Section 3.2.
he magnitudes of EAS area and reactant concentration on
ctive sites should be related to the microstructure of Pt grains
puttered on carbon particles.

Accordingly, to obtain the best electrode/cell performance
t the Pt loading of 0.1 mg cm−2, the optimal RF power
nd the sputtering-gas pressure were 100 W and 10−3 Torr,
espectively, in this study. The cathode prepared at the optimal
F power and sputtering-gas pressure exhibited the low-
st kinetic resistance. The activation polarization (varying
ith electrodes) dominated the cell performance because the
olarization trends in ohmic-controlled (or concentration-
ontrolled) regions were similar for all the electrodes tested.
he results are consistent with that activation overvoltage

s the most important irreversibility and cause of voltage
rop (mainly occurring at the cathode) in low and medium
emperature (hydrogen–oxygen/air) fuel cells [32]. Further-

ore, it seems that the control of sputtering-gas pressure is
ore important than that of RF power in the tested ranges of

his work to lower the activation loss. However, the sputter
ared at 10 Torr exhibited a higher EAS area and a lower
inetic resistance responsible for a better electrode/cell per-
ormance. It seems that the control of sputtering-gas pressure
s more important than that of RF power in the tested ranges
o lower the activation loss. All the electrodes having dense Pt
lms sputtered on carbon particles exhibited a similar trend

n slope increase around 0.6 V in cell polarization curves,
ossibly due to the increasing water accumulation at active
ites.

We believe that the microstructures of the electrodes fabri-
ated at different RF powers and gas pressures are important
or the improvement of MEA/cell performance and need to
e further studied.
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